Flagelliform (Flag) silk and major ampullate gland silk (MAS) are the two most studied silks among those spun by spiders and, although their biological functions differ, were found to share the conserved motifs --GPG-- and --GGX--[@b1]. MAS is widely considered as the reference spider silk due not only to its unrivalled combination of tensile strength and strain at breaking[@b2], but also to the development of techniques that allow access to large amounts of material[@b3]. Its tensile properties are explained by a double lattice model[@b4] consisting of a mesh of hydrogen bonds established between the protein residues, superimposed to a mesh of elastometic protein chains[@b5] anchored to protein nanocrystals[@b6]. This model accounts qualitatively for the most remarkable properties of spider silks, including the ability to supercontract[@b7], and fits nicely to the protein sequence[@b8]. In this regard, it was found that one of the main motifs of sequence present in MAS spidroin, the polyalanine runs (--A~n~--), pile up to form β-nanocrystals. The exact role of the other three conserved motifs --GA-- and, especially, of those shared with Flag --GGX-- and --GPG--[@b1] is much less clear.

Flagelliform (Flag) silk is the silk used by orb-web spiders in the core of the sticky viscid line that makes up the spiral of the web. Flag represents another rich opportunity to study the relationship between composition, microstructure and behaviour in silks, since it also shows remarkable tensile properties[@b9][@b10] and the ability to supercontract[@b11], but its sequence differs significantly from that of MAS. In this regard, Flag silk is characterized by the complete absence of the polyalanine motif in its sequence, and by the extensive presence (over 90% of the total sequence) of the motifs --GGX--, --GPG-- and a longer motif known as spacer. Despite an obvious interest in the detailed study of Flag silk, previous attempts were confounded by the presence of the aggregate silk coating[@b12]. As described below, application of a combined methodology consisting of (1) removing the viscous coating, and (2) getting an accurate measurement of the cross sectional area allowed characterizing Flag silk spun by *Argiope trifasciata* spiders with unprecedented detail in terms of mechanical behavior and microstructure.

Results
=======

[Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the true stress-true strain curves of Flag fibers after removal of the viscous coating, and being subsequently subjected to wet stretching processes defined by different values of the alignment parameter, α[@b13]. At least four samples were tested for each value of the alignment parameter and their main mechanical parameters are presented in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. The wet stretching process was initially developed for tailoring the tensile properties of MAS fibers and proceeds by stretching the fiber in water from the initial maximum supercontracted length, L~MS~, to a selected length, L~C~. Water is then removed and the fiber allowed to dry. The alignment parameter is defined as α = L~C~/L~MS~--1, so that a value of α = 0 corresponds to maximum supercontracted fibers, and represents the *ground state* of the fiber. The existence of a ground state that is reached after maximum supercontraction allows extrapolating this process to Flag fibers.

As shown by the concurrence of the curves with the same value of α, and by the small scattering of the mechanical parameters (see [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), it is demonstrated that this procedure allows obtaining Flag fibers with reproducible and predictable mechanical properties, as previously found in MAS fibers[@b13]. The maximum value of α attainable for Flag silk is approximately α = 0.9, since all trials for obtaining fibers with an alignment parameter significantly higher than this value failed due to the breaking of the fiber.

X-Ray diffraction patterns obtained from samples with values of the alignment parameter α = 0, 0.45 and 0.91 are shown in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The existence of a crystalline phase in Flag fibers, which was previously disputed based on other microstructural techniques that suggested a completely amorphous microstructure[@b14], appears unequivocal from the XRD data. Although Raman microscopy has revealed a content of β-pleated sheets that represents approximately 10% of the total protein[@b15], the analysis of the diffraction spots indicates that the patterns are not compatible with the unit cell of β-nanocrystals. In particular, their characteristic (020) reflection[@b16] is absent from Flag patterns, and the (003) reflection found in Flag, which corresponds to the periodicity along the polypeptide backbone, differs from that of β-pleated sheets. The measured diffraction patterns are compatible with a tetragonal unit cell with parameters (mean value ± standard error) *a* = *b* = 0.455 ± 0.002 nm, *c* = 0.922 ± 0.002 nm (chain direction). As indicated above, this unit cell does not correspond to the usual β-nanocrystalline microstructure[@b17], but is consistent with the formation of nanocrystals built from polyglycine II helices ([Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), as supported by the simulation of the diffraction pattern of this structure[@b18] ([Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of polyglycine II nanocrystals is also consistent with the sequence of Flag silk with a large content of glycine rich motifs, that can acquire a polyglycine II conformation[@b19].

In addition, access to the diffraction patterns of fibers with different values of α allows determining their dynamics during stretching or, conversely, supercontraction. No change in the unit cell is observed with varying values of α. However, crystallinity, and the size and orientation of the nanocrystals appear to be strongly influenced by this value ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In this regard, the nanocrystals are shown to align with the macroscopic axis of the fiber ([Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), and crystallinity increases steadily with increasing values of α (χ = 5% at α = 0 and χ = 10% at α = 0.9) ([Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), as previously described in MAS[@b20]. In contrast to the constancy shown by the dimensions of MAS nanocrystallites with increasing α, the size of Flag nanocrystals is observed to vary and these variations are found to depend on the crystallographic direction. Thus, it is found that the length L~(100)~ decreases with increasing α, meanwhile the length L~(003)~ (approximately parallel to the macroscopic axis of the fiber) shows the opposite behavior ([Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

AFM analysis of maximally supercontracted Flag fibers (α = 0) reveals a nanoglobular microstructure comparable to that found in other natural and artificial silk fibers[@b21] ([Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The nanoglobules were approximated by ellipses with sizes 11 ± 3 nm (major axis, with a maximum value of 20 nm) and 8 ± 2 nm (minor axis).

Discussion
==========

Combination of the mechanical and microstructural data presented above allows establishing a coherent picture of the behaviour of Flag silk, in which the dynamics of polyglycine II nanocrystals are assigned a leading role. Thus, the overall true stress-true strain curves presented in [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} are compatible with the assumption of three regimes in the mechanical behaviour of silks: initial deformation of hydrogen bonds, yielding of the protein chains from their initial configuration and stretching of the protein chains[@b22][@b23]. In this context, the increase in polyglycine II crystallinity would be the result of conformational changes induced in the proteins during the stretching step.

Consistently with this model, it is found that crystallinity increases reversibly during the stretching of the fiber from the ground (i.e. maximum supercontracted) state due to the increase of the nanocrystal size along the direction parallel to the macroscopic axis of the fiber. This process can be reverted by supercontraction which, in turn, is shown to consist of the partial collapse of the nanocrystals. All these changes can be accounted for if it is assumed that stretching leads to a molecular reorganization of spatially close protein chains at the ends of polyglycine II nanocrystals. In this regard, fibers with larger values of α are shown to attain lower values of strain at breaking, since the conformational changes of the proteins are limited compared with those of fibers with lower values of α. With respect to its influence on the tensile behaviour, this mechanism of nanocrystal formation allows dissipating mechanical energy and, consequently, should represent a significant contribution to toughness.

The parallels and differences observed between Flag and MAS immediately suggest the question of whether these features might represent general design principles in spider silks. Although not direct evidence of the presence of polyglycine II nanocrystals in MAS is presented in this work, several indirect facts indicate that this might be the case.

Comparison of the tensile properties of Flag and MAS show a striking resemblance between the stress-strain curves of both materials at low values of α ([Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Significant differences are observed at increasing values of α, since the tensile strength of Flag silk does not increase with α, leading to an overall decrease in its work to fracture. Both silks also differ in the curvature of the stress-strain curves, which changes from convex to concave in MAS at large values of α, but remains convex in Flag independently of α, although this difference could be related with the larger values of α found in MAS, up to α = 1.44.

The improved behavior of MAS at large values of α could be related with the presence of the β-nanocrystals[@b16]. Previous studies have shown that the crystalline unit cell and the size of the β-nanocrystals does not change during either stretching[@b24] or supercontraction[@b25]. However, the orientation of the nanocrystals with respect to the axis of the fiber and the crystalline fraction increase during stretching[@b24]. Supporting the importance of β-nanocrystals for the tensile behaviour at large strains, it was found by simulation that the length of the polyalanine runs in the sequence are optimized for the formation of β-nanocrystals[@b26], whose size, in turn, is optimized to promote a redistribution of stresses in the material[@b27].

The combined effect of β- and (presumably) polyglycine II nanocrystals in MAS could explain the change from convex to concave curvature of the stress-strain curves at high values of α. Concave (convex) curvature of a stress-strain curve is usually labelled as *enthalpic* (*entropic*) behaviour and indicates that variations in the intensity of the interactions (conformational variations) are responsible for the performance of the material. The formation of polyglycine II nanocrystals in MAS would justify this transition since, after the extensive formation of the nanocrystals at large values of α, further stretching would imply the deformation of the nanocrystals, and not additional conformational changes in the chains.

Evidently, it is necessary to assess the question of whether the results found in Flag can be extrapolated to MAS. The presence of a second ordered phase in MAS that differed from the β-nanocrystals had been suggested previously[@b28][@b29], and its presence at the ends of the polyalanine nanocrystals have been established by different microstructural techniques[@b30][@b31]. Most studies[@b32] have extrapolated the β-pleated microstructure of the underlying polyalanine nanocrystals to the second ordered phase, but our present study suggests that the possibility of finding polyglycine II structures formed at the end of the β-nanocrystals should be considered. In addition, the XRD data presented in this work can justify the origin of the difficulty of identifying polyglycine II nanocrystals in MAS. Thus, it is found that the most intense reflection arising from polyglycine II nanocrystals corresponding to (100) overlaps with the much more intense reflections (020) and (210) arising from the polyalanine β-nanocrystals. There is, however, at least one report[@b33] on MAS silk in which a diffuse scattering ring with a Q close to that of the (210) reflection is observed, that is particularly strong along the polar direction.

Furthermore, there are three indirect experimental evidences that substantiate the presence of polyglycine II nanocrystals in both Flag and MAS. (1) Comparison of the Flag and MAS sequences shows that both silks share the polyglycine II nanocrystal-forming motifs. This fact is also consistent with the simultaneous evolutionary occurrence of supercontraction and the --GGX-- and --GPG-- motifs[@b34]. In this regard, the analysis of recombinant Flag silk including the spacer region besides the glycine-rich motifs[@b35] suggests that the spacer might play a role in facilitating the alignment of the other two motifs. However, the properties of recombinant Flag fibers are still below from those of the natural material, so that extrapolating conclusions from recombinant to natural Flag fibers should be taken cautiously. (2) When the increase of crystallinity with α is analysed ([Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), it is found that both silks present the same slope of the crystallinity vs. α curves, except for the presence of an initial offset in MAS[@b20]. This observation could be explained in part by the formation of the polyglycine II crystals in MAS, after completing the initial rotation of the polyalanine β-nanocrystals[@b36]. (3) Finally, the size of the nanoglobules observed by AFM was correlated with the longest crystal-forming fragments in silkworm silk[@b21] and minor ampullate gland silk[@b37]. This correlation failed in MAS if the longest polyalanine fragments were considered, but combination of sequential polyalanine fragments (--A~8~-- corresponds to 3.5 nm if β-pleated conformation is assumed) and various --GGX-- or --GPG-- (approx. 0.65 nm each if polyglycine II conformation is assumed) would yield values close to the experimental size of 10--14 nm.

Methods
=======

Flagelliform fibers were obtained from webs built by *Argiope trifasciata* spiders and the coating (aggregate silk gland secretions) on the samples was eliminated by centrifugation[@b11]. The supercontraction procedure of cleaned Flag fibers was based on that used on MAS fibers, with some modification. The slack, clean fiber was immersed in water at 20°C for at least 10 minutes and then allowed to dry overnight. However, it was found that the maximum supercontracted state was rarely reached in a single step. Consequently, the fiber was stretched in air up to a strain of 0.4 and allowed to supercontract again. The force-displacement curve obtained after the second supercontraction step was compared with that recorded after the initial supercontraction. If both curves did not concur, the fiber was subjected to approximately thirty loading and unloading cycles (strain amplitude ± 0.2; strain rate 0.2 min^−1^) and subjected to an additional supercontraction step. This procedure was repeated until the force-displacement curves between two consecutive cycles concurred. The wet stretching process of maximum supercontracted Flag fibers proceeded as initially developed for MAS fibers[@b13]. A novel procedure was developed for measuring the cross sectional area of Flag fibers consisting of staining the fibers with Richardson methylene blue, embedding in Spurr resin and using ultramicrotomy.

Tensile tests[@b13] were performed with a displacement speed of 1 mm/min at environmental conditions 20°C and 35% RH. True stress (σ) and true strain (ε) curves were calculated from the force-displacement curves and the cross sectional areas of the fibers ([Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) assuming the constant volume hypothesis[@b38].

XRD images were obtained using synchrotron radiation at the ESRF-ID13 in Grenoble, (France) using a monochromatic beam from crossed mirrors of size ≈ 1 × 1 μm^2^ and a wavelength of 0.1 nm, as explained in detail elsewhere[@b20]. Two Flag samples were studied for each alignment parameter, α. A scan of 256 images was performed on each sample including patterns inside and outside the fiber. Patterns recorded outside the fiber were used for determining the background. Compared with diffraction patterns of other silks[@b16], Flag patterns tend to be noisier due to the small average diameter of the fibers in the range 1--2 μm. Diffraction pattern analysis was performed with the FIT2D program[@b39]. XRD data were used to study the unit cell of the fibers, their crystallinity, the sizes of the nanocrystals and their orientation with respect to the macroscopic axis of the fiber[@b16].

The crystallinity of the samples was estimated with two alternative methods. In the first method a section of an image which includes the brightest peak (100) is selected and integrated azimuthally. The resulting radial profile can be fitted[@b20] with four gaussians and a 0-order polynomial function. The sharpest gaussian is customarily associated with the crystalline fraction contributing to the (100) peak. In the same sense, the broadest Gaussian is assigned to the amorphous fraction, and the two remaining Gaussians are supposed to represent weakly oriented regions. The X~R~ index is defined as the ratio between the intensity of the crystalline fraction and the total intensity of the selected section.

An alternative approach to quantify the crystallinity of the material is to analyze the intensity of the whole diffraction pattern[@b40]. In this case, the intensity of the whole diffraction pattern, *I~T~(Q)*, is determined as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector *Q* = *4πsin(θ)/λ*. The azimuthally averaged intensity of the amorphous halo, *I~A~(Q)*, can be calculated by azimuthal integration in selected regions, where it is considered that the intensity arising from Bragg peaks is negligible as shown in [Figure 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The total intensity of the Bragg peaks is then obtained as: ΣI~B~ = *I~T~(Q)-I~A~(Q)*. The ratio between the integrated intensity of Bragg peaks and the integrated total intensity defines the χ( = ΣI~B~/I*~T~*) index to quantify crystallinity.

Scherrer\'s equation *L* = (0.9λ)/(*B*cosθ), where *B* is the radial width (FWHM) of the Gaussian fitted for the diffraction spot, was used to determine the crystallite size[@b41]. *L* corresponds to a lower size limit for coherently scattering crystallites. Finally, the measure of the orientation of the nanocrystalls is obtained from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the gaussian used to fit the equatorial peaks (100) in the azimuth profile obtained from radial integration at the corresponding fixed Bragg angle[@b42].

AFM analysis was performed on longitudinal sections of fibers previously embedded in Spurr\'s resin[@b21]. The longitudinal sections were obtained by ultramicrotomy with a diamond blade. The AFM images were recorded in a Cervantes AFM system (Nanotec Electrónica, Spain) using Olympus OMCL RC800PSA cantilevers, and the highest resolution was obtained with the stiffest tip (nominal stiffness 0.76 N/m). AFM images were recorded in the dynamic mode in the repulsive regime of the tip-sample interaction[@b43]. The processing of the AFM images, consisting of simply equalizing and adjusting the contrast and the brightness of the micrographs, was performed with WSxM program (Nanotec Electrónica, Spain)[@b44]. No filter was used to improve the quality of the images or to highlight their details.
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![Tensile properties of flagelliform fibers.\
(a) True stress-true strain curves of flagelliform fibers subjected to different wet stretching processes as defined by the alignment parameter, α. (b) Comparison of the tensile properties of flagelliform and MAS fibers, and its dependence on the parameter α. The range of properties exhibited by MAS fibers is shaded blue.](srep03061-f1){#f1}

![X-Ray diffraction analysis of flagelliform fibers.\
(a) Diffraction patterns of flagelliform fibers with different values of α. (b) Proposed unit cell of the polyglycine II nanocrystals. (c) Simulated spectrum of a polyglycine II nanocrystal obtained with the Cerius program (Courtesy of C. Riekel). (d) Scheme of the areas selected to obtain the average intensity of the amorphous halo required for integration of the Bragg peaks in order to calculate crystallinity, χ.](srep03061-f2){#f2}

![Variation of the nanocrystal parameters with different values of α.\
(a) Orientation of the nanocrystals as measured from the FWHM of the gaussian used to fit the azimuthal profile of the equatorial Bragg peak (100). Corresponding values in MAS are included to facilitate comparison. Error bars represent standard error. (b) Variation of crystallinity as measured by (i) X~R~, ratio between the intensity of the (100) peak and the total intensity of a nearby section, and (ii) χ, ratio between the intensity of Bragg peaks and total intensity[@b20]. Data corresponding to MAS are shown for comparison. (c) Variation of the size of the nanocrystals in Flag along two perpendicular directions, (100) and (003), as calculated from the Scherrer\'s equation.](srep03061-f3){#f3}

![SEM and AFM characterization of flagelliform silk.\
(a) Two representative SEM micrographs used for computing the cross-sectional area of flagelliform fibers. The two individual filaments (each filament known as a brin) that make up the fiber (bave) are clearly identified. (b) AFM image of a longitudinal section of a Flag fiber subjected to maximum supercontraction (MS, α = 0). The macroscopic axis of the fiber lies along the horizontal direction. Nanoglobules are approximated by ellipses and the histogram shows the distribution of sizes along the major and minor axes.](srep03061-f4){#f4}

###### Mechanical properties of Flag fibers with different values of the alignment parameter, α

  α         E~initial~ (GPa)   σ~u~ (GPa)      ε~u~       W~F~ (J/m^3^)
  -------- ------------------ ------------ ------------- ---------------
  0 (MS)         5 ± 1         800 ± 100    0.76 ± 0.08     250 ± 50
  0.45           7 ± 1         900 ± 100    0.67 ± 0.03     250 ± 20
  0.9          6.5 ± 0.6        730 ± 70    0.41 ± 0.04     140 ± 20

E~initial~: slope of the initial linear part of the true stress-true strain curve. σ~u~: True stress at breaking. ε~u~: True strain at breaking. W~F~: Work to fracture, measured as the area under the stress-strain curve up to the breaking point. Values shown as mean value ± standard error.
